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Abstract. In the CAS/CAD field, the increasing adoption of Spline-based free-
form methods to generate surfaces, has introduced a higher degree of freedom 
into the design process. However, on the other hand, this evolution has made 
the process of creating and manipulating surfaces more complex. For this rea-
son a much more intuitive and intelligent task-centered and user-centered inter-
action paradigm is required. This paper presents a responsive interaction tech-
nique which adopts a sketch-based interface capable of exploiting the stepwise 
refinement process typical of conceptual designing. Further it makes use of 
adaptive user modeling techniques by introducing an innovative adaptive deci-
sion-tree structure for top-down designing. We illustrate the implementation of 
the algorithm and we highlight its efficiency and feasibility for its adoption 
within Sketch-Based Modeling Systems (SBMS).  

1   Introduction 

The capability to design innovative products is a key factor to foster the competitive-
ness of industrial products. In particular, the conceptual design phase plays a strategic 
role since the creativity and synthesis, which characterize it, are of great importance 
for the design of an industrial product. Furthermore it has been estimated that up to 
three quarters of the designing costs are generated during the initial phases. Therefore, 
it appears clear that, in order to boost efficiency and enhance creativity innovative and 
adequate tools have to be developed. 

In the CAS/CAD field the adoption of Spline-based free-form surfaces has pro-
vided designers with greater freedom. However on the other hand, this has introduced 
a higher complexity in the process of creation and manipulation of shapes since the 
full exploitation of Splines’ advantages it requires knowledge of their mathematical 
representation. 

Recent years’ experience suggests that a great improvement to design such tools 
can be introduced by improving their level of “intelligence”, i.e. the capability to 
discern the commands expressed by the user. This new tendency will yield a new 
generation of systems capable to dynamically adapt to designers’ needs, in opposition 
to current systems that requires designers to adjust to the technology adopted. The 
new generation of design system in fact should be able to understand the designer’s 
behavior. That is, they should be able to comprehend the users’ actions, the way they 
identify a shape, the way they interact with the drawing tools during the design proc-
ess. Finally such a system should present the information consequently provided to 
the user in a flexible, efficient and supportive manner. 
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The aforementioned requirements have fuelled recent years’ research on sketch-
based modeling systems. These allow the user to quickly create 3D models by simple 
freehand strokes rather than by typing in parameters. The systems developed range 
from those pursuing a constraint-based or feature-based approach [1-3, 12, 13], to 
those providing different forms of suggestive feedback and VR rendering [4-5, 14-
15]. However, the majority of these systems have been designed as further extension 
of classical CAD tools. Therefore these cannot be used when information at a higher, 
semantic level is to be decoded and manipulated. Furthermore these systems propose 
interaction metaphors far from the designer’s traditional approach, typically featuring 
a top down and stepwise refinement process.  

This paper tries to bridge this gap by proposing a formal theory which models the 
process of comprehension of the user’s sketches. Such methodology, applied to con-
ceptual designing, is able to support the stepwise process of sketching by continu-
ously interpreting the flow of data and constraints generated by the designer’s actions. 
Further the approach developed is capable to dynamically adapt to the different users’ 
styles by constantly modeling their personal behaviors.  The resulting methodology 
has being implemented in an architecture described throughout the paper. 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we present the related works whilst 
section 3 introduces a general architecture for sketch-based modeling systems 
(SMBS) that integrates the interface module, the user adaptation module and the 
rendering module. In section 4 we will detail the developed interaction algorithm. 
This is based on sketching and features stroke recognition, dynamic shape modeling 
and to multi-user adaptation. Finally in section 5 we conclude with the summary and 
we describe the directions of future work. 

2   Related Work 

In the last two decades, computer-aided design/styling (CAD/CAS) systems have 
developed powerful 2D and 3D modeling functionalities. However conventional in-
terfaces based upon the WIMP (Windows Icon Menus Pointer) paradigm have proved 
to be inadequate being cumbersome, tedious and time-consuming. Sketch-based free-
drawing interfaces, combining the ease of freehand drawing with the advantages of 
computer processing, are becoming prevailing. In particular these allow designers to 
freely sketch shapes as they would on ordinary paper. This allows designers to fully 
concentrate on the design process. 

 Earlier sketch-based systems allowed sketching of geometric models by using a 
set of pre-defined gestures. Gesture recognition algorithms converted sketches into a 
series of specific commands to create and manipulate geometric primitives. 

The system described in [5] defines geometric features of objects through the 
drawing of a set of auxiliary lines.  It supports over-sketching of lines and both snap-
ping and adjustment are preformed in real time. However the system is not capable to 
process sophisticated input techniques necessary to generate curve and surface. The 
work in [4] introduces a new type of so-called “suggestive” interface for 3D draw-
ings: it extends the gesture interface by offering multiple candidates. The system is 
easy to use although inefficient to understand the user’s intentions.  
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Recently, research has adopted constraint-based methods to resolve unclear 
sketching input. The work in [3] presents a simple touch-and-replace technique to edit 
2D and 3D curves. The authors introduce auxiliary surfaces that allow a reliable in-
terpretation of the users’ pen strokes in 3D. The main limitation of this approach is 
the lack of degrees of freedom, which are restricted by the auxiliary surfaces.  

In the literature [6] Teddy proposes an easy way to allow the users to draw 2D sil-
houettes and the system automatically proposes a 3D surface using polygonal mesh 
whose projection matches the object contour. However it cannot create multiple ob-
jects and it is the impossible to some editing operations. 

In [7-8] the authors suggest a Variational Implicit Surfaces (VIS) representation. 
Here surfaces are defined by a set of constraints that specify the points on the surface 
boundary. The modeling and editing operations are easily controlled further the 
method is fast when designing 3D approximate models. However this method is not 
sufficient for full-featured free-form shape modeling. Furthermore, as the number of 
constraints increases, the time the algorithm takes to compute the coefficients for the 
variational implicit surfaces grows considerably. 

The main limit of existing modeling tools lies in their lack of the interaction be-
tween refinement cycles which take place during the process of designing. Further 
they show limited intelligence during the decision-making process which takes place 
during the free-form drawing.   

Recently another approach, the so-called declarative designing method, has re-
ceived increasing interest across the CAD research community [9-10]. As illustrated in 
Fig. 1, the method provides designers with a more progressive and dynamic model 
specification based on declarative (rather than imperative) methods. This permits to 
describe models by means of rules, properties or constraints that are computed by suc-
cessive refinements, to adopt the logical rules to be dealt with, and finally to provide a 
solution among the potential ones. To a certain extent this method provides a formal-
ism, which integrates architectural rules and attributes to provide the designer with an 
interactive graphic language. However, these methods are incomplete, i.e. they do not 
present specific knowledge representation and, in particular, they do not provide details 
of the interaction mechanism and of the way the system deals with complex objects. 

 

Fig. 1. The comparison between declarative and imperative model [10] 

A distinctive feature of current sketch-based interfaces is their continuous visual 
feedback. This usually involves successive transformations of graphic objects and 
some form of suggestive rendering between the user and the tools.  
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3   A General Architecture for Sketch-Based Modeling Systems 
(SBMS)  

We consider the process of sketching as the information flow from/to the designer’s 
brain. For this reason the sketch-based system developed had to be able to show the 
evolution of the corresponding designing behavior by providing intelligent reasoning 
of the user’s input. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the proposed architecture for such sketch-
based modeling system consists of an interface module, a user adaptation module and 
rendering module.   

 

Fig. 2. The proposed architecture for a sketch-based modeling system 

The interface module provides the interactive behavior and it supports stroke rec-
ognition. Since usually the raw stroke input information is unclear, the module plays a 
key role for the effective extraction of geometric features and constraints. At this 
stage we analyze the input and we obtain the speed, length, vertex sets, other object 
attributes so on. Then, based on the evaluation of these features and corresponding 
fuzzy sets, we assess the shape and save it within a shapeList. As illustrated in the 
class diagram of Figure 3, which shows the main components’ features, as a result the 
system is capable to generate a number of geometric primitives, which are sent, to-
gether with other data such as topological constraints, time sequences etc., to the user 
adaptation module for further processing.  

The user adaptation module accepts such basic information (e.g. geometric and 
topological constraints, basic geometric entities and time sequences) and it processes 
it through a stepwise refinement process. To do so the module constantly extracts 
attributes from the latest sketches arriving from interface module through a series of 
real-time operations. This data is then transformed according to the constraint solving 
model adopted. This is based on the characteristic features and behaviors typical of 
the conceptual stage. The user adaptation module, which represents the center of the 
whole system, combines adaptive reasoning with dynamic user modeling in order to 
deal with the uncertainty typical of hand drawn sketches. As a result, the module, 
which takes into account the differences between users’ drawing styles, decodes the 
corresponding design behavior and it inserts its different possible interpretations into 
a ranked probability list. The user then can decide, among those suggested by the 
system, the most appropriate action to be taken.  
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Fig. 3. Class Diagram for the Stroke Recognition 

Finally, the rendering model performs the post-processing and visualization proc-
ess allowing the use of tailored representation such as non-photorealistic rendering or 
alike.  

Throughout the following sections we will illustrate the details the interaction 
mechanism proposed, we will describe the algorithms developed and we will discuss 
their strengths and weaknesses.  

4   Responsive Interaction Based on Sketching  

In order to provide to be able to retain the difference between users’ drawing styles 
and to enable user to generate graphic objects of higher complexity, we have intro-
duced a “responsive” interaction mechanism which can dynamically adapt to the 
constraints defined by the user’s input. As described in the following pages, its im-
plementation is based on an innovative decision-tree structure. 

4.1   Responsive Interaction Based on Automatic Sketches Identification  

In order to deal with the unclarity typical of the sketched input in the initial stages of 
the designing, we have modeled the data flow which characterizes the early design 
process according to a mechanism where on-line recognition, user adaptation and 
decision making are performed at the key stages as illustrated in Fig. 4.  

The process of recognition, which is performed at the interface module level, is 
made of a stroke and shape recognition sub-processes. When each stroke is processed 
by this first stage, the system automatically activates the user adaptation module 
which performs the constraint reasoning and matching process according to the dif-
ferent characteristics typical of each user’s drawing style. Finally the system, after 
suggesting a list of possible solutions, asks the user for feedback to confirm the com-
mand.  

The adaptive constraint reasoning process takes places at two levels: either by the 
stoke recognition process (for single-stroke identification) or by the combination of 
stoke recognition process and user adaptation module (for more complex shape un-
derstanding). The latter is responsible to compare the information contained in the 
relevant model of the user with the information contained in a database of geometric 
templates organized by parameters and constraints. During this process the stroke 
represents the base unit of the response mechanism. When the pen is lifted the system 
automatically reacts by extracting the relevant features and, if required, by performing 
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the adaptive reasoning. As a result of this first process a graphic object is produced. 
Then the interaction module asks the designer for feedback, i.e. the user has to con-
firm whether he/she wants to continue renewing the previous stroke or he/she wishes 
to begin a new object.  

The details of this process are illustrated in Table 1 where each raw stroke input 
information is represented by a 4-tuple G (Li, Si, Pi, Vi) where L is the length of the 
stroke, S is the speed, P is the point set extracted, V is the vertex set extracted. We 
also assume that Ti represents a graphic object while Ci is a constraint. From Table 1 
it is possible to see how, during STEP 2, the basic geometric object Ti which satisfies 
a series of specific constraints is retrieved through the stroke recognition process. If 
the user’s sketch is not a single stroke (see STEP 4), the constraint solving module is 
called to analyze the history of the previous strokes and to perform the constraint 
matching. As a result the Tm, which represents the most suitable graphic object, is 
selected and used for higher level analysis.  

 

Fig. 4. The framework for the responsive interaction mechanism 

Table 1. The responsive interaction algorithm based on adaptive reasoning 

STEP1:  Raw stroke information  G (Li, Si, Pi, Vi), 
STEP2:  Stroke recognition: G (Li, Si, Pi, Vi)→ Ti (Cj)  
STEP3:  If (Single-stroke) then GOTO END. 
              Else GOTO STEP4  
STEP4:  Composite constraint reasoning: Cm (Ti ∧ ΛTi-1 ∧ … T1 )→ Tm (Tj (Ck), …Tn( Cl), 
Cm)  
STEP5:  Check Tm  whether it exists in the pre-defined model database: 
               If (!existed ) then INSERT (Tm)  
               Else  if (Continue)  then GOTO STEP1 
                        Else GOTO END.  
END:      Results confirmation by user’s feedback and visualization.  
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4.2   Intelligent Stroke Interpretation System  

It is known that designers tend to draw shapes through several primitive sub-shapes. 
Likewise they tend define a primitive shape either by a single stroke or by several 
consecutive strokes. In our recognition algorithm, we first discover latent primitive 
shapes among user strokes. Then we recognize and regularize them and, finally, we 
show the regularized drawing on the screen.  After being recognized and regularized, 
the primitive shapes which belong to the same graphic object are grouped together. 
Eventually they are segmented and combined to form an object skeleton.  

In our system the geometric entities are positioned using parameters and con-
straints rather than using a specific coordinates and spatial orientation. Each time we 
extract the features’ parameters from the free-form drawing and then we match them 
on the basis of a probability rank.  

Specifically, in order to recognize the users’ stokes, we employ an SVM-based 
(Support Vector Machine) incremental active learning method [16]. Partial structural 
similarities are calculated between the graphic object being drawn and the candidate 
ones in the database. The most similar graphic objects are then suggested to the users 
in a ranked list in order for them to choose from and confirm the command. The re-
sponsive feedback strategy makes the user interaction smoother and more natural. 
Further it has the extra advantage to reduce inner-stroke and inter-stroke noise, which 
are generated when the user is not a professional or proficient in the task. As a result 
of this process we then get regularized stroke segments or objects, which are regarded 
as parts of a composite object.  

The presence of a high number of shapes increases difficulty of sketch understand-
ing since it can be difficult for the system even to assess correctly whether or not a 
shape is completely drawn. Likewise it is essential to make the system automatically 
re-organize the relevant features when a synchronous editing operation takes place. 
The answer to these issues is provided by the adaptive decision-making system which 
is described in the following section. 

4.3   The Process of Adaptive Decision-Making for Shape Understanding 

The process of shape understanding is grounded upon an “ad hoc” internal model 
which adopts a decision tree to arrange and organize parameters and constraints. As 
illustrated in Fig. 5 the tree contains basic constraints (geometry primitives, geometric 
relationships, algebraic relationships) as well as high-level features which are com-
posed of basic constraints used for describing the operation behavior. All the features 
and parameters are arranged starting from the low-level constraint layer to a high-
level feature layer. Sandwiched between these two levels, the constraints are cross-
checked and shared, until eventually the semantic descriptions are attached.  

This is a reversed tree structure where the top level contains the leaf nodes whilst 
the bottom level holds the root. Leaf nodes represent a series of basic geometric 
primitives and constraints. Furthermore, in order to better capture the user’s sketching 
commands, we have adopted an adaptive method which adapts the decision tree ac-
cording to dynamically upgraded user models. Specifically, we set the attribute of 
being a “possible shape” to each branch node whilst the root represents the final geo-
metric object which is reached only when the constraint branches are satisfied. The 
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user tree is created to match with the pre-defined decision tree of database. As a result 
if we find that the model is not present in the pre-defined decision tree within the 
database, we place the object into the relevant tree as a new node. Then the decision 
tree within the database is synchronously updated.   

 

Fig. 5. The structure of the user adaptation module 

An example of this process, illustrated in Fig. 6, will help better illustrate the 
process. In the illustration the indexes from 1 to 11 refer to different constraints. Spe-
cifically we suppose that constrains C7, C8, C9, C10 are used to obtain general geomet-
rical relationships between graphical objects, whilst C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 are used to 
recognize the geometric primitives. Let T be a geometric object set, which includes all 
the nodes in the graph. The raw stroke input information is represented as a 4-tuple G 
(Li, Si, Pi, Vi), where L is the length, S is the speed, P the point set and V the vertex 
set. As defined in [16], for each single stroke a number of specific features are ex-
tracted and the relevant constraints are analyzed. As a result of this process a number 
of regularized geometric primitives are produced whose relative logic representations 
are listed below: 

• C1 (L1, S1, P1, V1) → circle;       C2 (L2, S2, P2, V2) → triangle; 
• C3 (L3, S3, P3, V3) → line;          C4 (L4, S4, P4, V4) → square; 
• C5 (L5, S5, P5, V5) → rectangle; C6 (L6, S6, P6, V6) → diamond; 
• C7 (X, Y) =(X is overlap to Y) ∧  (X is precede Y) ∧  (X∈ T; Y∈ T); 
• C8 (X, Y) =(X is parallel to Y) ∧  (X is precede Y) ∧  (X∈ T; Y∈ T); 
• C9 (X, Y) =(X is Vertical to Y) ∧  (X is precede Y) ∧  (X∈ T; Y∈ T); 
• C10(X, Y) =(X is touched to Y) ∧  (X is precede Y) ∧  (X∈ T; Y∈ T);  
• C11 (C8, C9 ) =( C8→Tm) ∧  ( C9→Tn) ∧  ( Tm is inside Tn); 

We now assume that a decision tree (see Fig. 6-a) is already defined in the data-
base. Each node represents an object and in particular each leaf node (top-level) is a 
geometric primitive, whilst each branch node is a possible shape (where the index 
refers to the relevant constraint). For instance in the scene T9 (Fig. 6-a, second level 
on the left), where a triangle is adjacent to a circle, the constraints such as C1, C2, C10 
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must be satisfied. This condition is represented with the notation T9 (T2 (C2), T1 (C1), 
C10). This way each node can be represented as a multi-tuple Ti (Tp (Cj), Tq (Ck), Cn, 
and i, p, q, j k, n, ∈ integer).  

When the new object T13 is added, a dynamic user model is created. First, based on 
sketching input, we extract a series of features in time sequence and then, according to 
the pre-defined constraints, we create the dynamic tree (see Fig. 6-b) and we produce 
new object information T13, which can be represented as T13 (T9, T11, C11). Eventually, 
the new object features are used to update the original tree structure (see Fig. 6-c).   

In order to optimize the whole reasoning process, we define the nodes in a pre-
defined database as chain structures (see). Each node is represented with two link 
fields (in Table 2 referred to as Pre-Node and Curr-Node) where the first points to the 
previous stroke node while the second points to the current node. Since the value of 
any link refers to a node’s index, it is possible to find the information of a certain 
node by following the corresponding index. Finally the Constraint field in Table 2  
defines the new node’s condition.  

 
(a) Before the new object is inserted (pre-defined decision-tree structure) 

 

(b) Dynamic user tree for new object T13 (c) the new object T13 is inserted in database 

Fig. 6. The process of adaptive reasoning  
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Table 2. The structure of the predefined decision-tree storage structure 

Index Name Pre-Node Curr- Node Constraint 
1 T1 NULL NULL C1 
2 T2 NULL NULL C2 
3 T3 NULL NULL C3 
4 T4 NULL NULL C4 
5 T5 NULL NULL C5 
6 T6 NULL NULL C6 
7 T7 3 4 C8 
8 T8 2 3 C7 
9 T9 2 1  C10 

10 T10 9 1 C9 

11 T11 2 5 C8 

12 T12 6 6 C7 

The specific user modeling and updating process can be described according to the 
following pseudo-code excerpt:  
 
PROCEDURE: USER MODELING 
 Begin 

P=NULL, /*Initialize a node pointer*/                                   
Stop=0, FindFlag=0 
While (! Stop) 

Q= head   /* head of pre-defined link table*/ 
Accept (T)  /* T: the current node pointer*/                    
Constraint (P, T) • Cn 
If (P•Pre-Node == NULL) then P• Pre-Node = T, 
P• Constraint= Cn 
Else If (P• Curr-Node == NULL) then P• Curr-
Node = T 
While (Q! =NULL) 
 If (Q= = P) then  
   P• Pre-Node = Q /*set node to prev node*/ 
  P• Curr-Node = NULL  
  FindFlag=1 

   End while     
If (!FindFlag) then GOTO INSERT(P)/*update table*/                
If (Stop) then END 
End while  

END PROCEDURE 
 
PROCEDURE: INSERT (P) 

Begin  
Q=End /* the end of the pre-defined link table*/                        
Q=ALLOC (new node); 
Q=P 

 End 
END PROCEDURE 
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If we assume that the number of nodes in pre-defined database is equal to n, then 
the modeling algorithm and insert procedure are bound by a complexity of O (n). 
From Table 2 it is also possible to easily assess the partial structural similarities be-
tween users’ drawing. This is done by tracking all the pre-node links. If two nodes 
have the same value then the corresponding nodes will be candidates. For instance, 
assuming that T2 is the first stroke, if the system can not extract from the second 
stroke the exact features then, by tracing the Table 2, it is possible to find that T8, T9, 
T11  have the same pre-node link value ‘2’. As a result of this, T8, T9, T11 would be 
offered to the user for selection. The whole process would be still bound to O (n).  

In general, this adaptive reasoning method effectively solves the stepwise refine-
ment designing process. In fact the approach proposed is truly incremental since each 
stroke links to the information about the previous and it depends to the constraints 
defined up to that point.  Furthermore the database can be extended through the inser-
tion of new constraints and new nodes. 

The dynamic user tree model, which tracks the information on the strokes, focuses 
on the extraction of features and matching of constraints, and then it efficiently hides 
the diversity between different users’ input style. When an object is finished the tree 
model is dynamically stored and the tree is replaced by the one corresponding to next 
free-form drawing. 

5   Summary and Future Work 

In this paper, we introduce a sketch-based conceptual design system, which aims at 
achieving the stepwise refinement process which is typical of the early stages of the 
design process. The system presented features an adaptive decision-making mecha-
nism which is capable of understanding complex objects thanks to an efficient reason-
ing method. This approach naturally fits within the normal workflow since it seam-
lessly integrates within the natural process of sketching. The user in fact is not asked 
to interact with menus or button. Instead the method, based on the analysis of partial 
structure similarity, is at the same time efficient and user friendly since it provides 
designer with a series of possible alternatives to choose from while he/she is sketch-
ing.  Moreover by improving the representation of the graphical object and the logic 
behind the reasoning technique, the method presented can easily adapt to the design-
ers’ graphical styles making it very robust and reliable to use.  

However, although the user modeling and the decision making techniques pro-
posed can support stroke recognition through a progressively evolving process they 
have, in the need for post-processing, their greatest limit. As a result when an object is 
changed a great computational effort must be spent to update the constraints.  

Future developments will try to solve these issues and will try to further improve 
the constraint reasoning technique. In particular we will look for a better representa-
tion of high-level features through semantic description and we will try to provide the 
required advanced reasoning technique. 
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